
Electronics and Digital Design
Arduino Serial Output and Java Programming Exercise (Version 3)

Directions:  Write a Sketch Program that performs the below standards.  Each standard should
be a function (void or return type).  Test your functions in the void setup().  For full credit, your 
functions must run and display data to the Serial Monitor.  
 
Naming Convention:
Arduino Sketch Program Name should be "Lastname_Serial_Printing" and saved in your 
‘Electronics’ folder.  
 
Maximum Score: 100 Points
 
1. Write a Sketch function ( void function1() )that prints the following to the console:  
(Follow the Line Breaks)

 
I am an Arduino and I communicate at
9600 Baud rate.  Ports 0 and 1 are used
for serial communication.  
 
Serial communication works well for debugging 
and monitoring sensor values during the 
execution of a program.
 

2. Create an array holding the names of 5 of your favorite movie characters.  Write a function 
called void function2()  to print these names to the Console.   You must use an array and 
a for loop.  The result should look like:

 
My favorite movie characters are:
C3P0
R2D2
Luke SkyWalker
Han Solo
Doctor Who
 



3. A store has a discount sale, giving an 8 percent discount on all purchases if the price is less 
than $128, and a 16 percent discount if the price $128 or higher.  Write a function 
void computeDiscount(float price) that takes the input of price and then prints the 
discounted price.  Test this function in void setup() on the inputs of 50, 120, 127, 128, 
and 256. 

4. Create an array the holds the Pitch names in a C Major Scale (C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C).  Create
a function called void function5()  that will print the pitches of the scale ascending and 
descending 1 time and then an ascending C Major 7 arpeggio and descending C Major 7 
arpeggio.
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5. Write a Function as described below to print the first n numbers of the Fibonacci sequence 
using a for loop and operators.  (http://mathworld.wolfram.com/FibonacciNumber.html ).  Test 
this function in the void setup() with an input of 10.

 
void printFibo(int n) {
    // Code to generate Fibo Sequence
   // Hint - use a for loop with n as the limit
 
}
 
Example:
Fibonacci Sequence Starts:
1
2
3
5
8
13
21
34
55
89
 
 

6. Write a function called 
float findDistance(float x1, float y1, float x2, float y2) 

that returns a float datatype that represents the distance between two points (x1, y1) and (x2, 
y2).  Call the findDistance() function in void setup() and find the distance between points 
(4, 5) and (7, 9). 

 
Hint: The formula for point distance is:

 
Run this function and print the results to the Serial Window.

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/FibonacciNumber.html


7. Write a function (void function7() ) that will answer the following math problem (Make 
sure to test the function and print the answer:

If we list all the natural numbers below 10 that are multiples of 3 or 5, we get 3, 5, 6, and 9.  The
sum of these multiples is 23.  Find the sum of all the multiples of 3 or 5 below 1000.

Deliverables for Arduino Serial Output and Java Programming Exercise:  
(All of the following must be complete for full credit)

A.  The Sketch Code for this exercise will have comments at the top of the code with 
your name.

B.  Create a Google Doc Called “Lastname Serial Printing”.  In the upper left hand 
corner place (on separate lines)
- Your First and Last Name
- Name of Class: Electronics
- Current Term and Year

C. Place a Screenshot of the Serial Monitor running your code on the Google Doc.  
Note that the screenshot might not show all of the results of the lab.  

D.  Copy and Paste the Code from this exercise and paste below the screenshot on the 
Google Doc.

E. Submit the Google Doc to the Google Classroom.


